Abstract-Recent improvements in clock-tree and mesh-based topologies maintain a healthy competition between the two. Trees require much smaller capacitance, but meshes are naturally robust against process variation and can accommodate late design changes. Cross-link insertion has been advocated to make trees more robust, but is limited in practice to short distances. In this work we develop a novel non-tree topology that fuses several clock trees to create large-scale redundancy in a clock network. Empirical validation shows that our novel clock-network structure incrementally enhances robustness to satisfy given variation constraints. Our implementation called Contango3.0 produces robust clock networks even for challenging skew limits, without parallel buffering used by other implementations. It also offers a fine trade-off between power and robustness, increasing the capacitance of the initial tree by less than 60%, which results in 2.3× greater power efficiency than mesh structures.
I. INTRODUCTION The central question in clock-network design is the choice between a tree and non-tree topology. High-performance microprocessors typically use meshes due to their robustness to late design changes and process variations, but at a great cost in terms of capacitance. Tree topologies offer many advantages, including simplicity, symmetry, faster timing analysis and amenability to incremental tuning.
The dichotomy between meshes and tree is striking, and several researchers attempted to find intermediate topologies that would retain the advantages of meshes but reduce capacitance overhead. The key idea in the literature is to insert cross-links into clock trees, creating redundant paths to sinks that contribute to nominal or variational clock skew. Most publications discuss cross-links that directly connect pairs of sinks. Surprisingly, none of these techniques were useful at the ISPD 2009-2010 clock-network contests [22] , [23] despite diligent attempts, as improved tree-tuning methods were sufficient. Careful experiments and analytical estimates [13] have shown that direct cross-links are only effective in poorly tuned clock trees and/or at relatively short distances. However, in high-quality clock trees it is rare to find a critical pair of sinks at a short distance. A recent proposal [13] suggests adding cross-links higher in the tree to connect entire branches. As several other publications with strong empirical results, [13] uses unrealistically large composite buffers, and arranges them in a unique two-layer configuration (10+40 small inverters). Given that the ISPD 2010 contest infrastructure does not adequately model such configurations, the competitiveness of cross-links in practice remains unclear.
In this paper, we propose a novel family of clock-network topologies which maintain most advantages of tree structures, but are significantly more robust with respect to variations.
Using in-depth structural analysis, we quantitatively describe where and why a given tree structure fails to satisfy variationrelated constraints (see Figure 6 ) and explain how it can be improved (see Figure 5 ).
Specific innovations in this work include
• Statistical models for delay and skew in buffered clock networks.
• A technique to identify critical sink pairs based on robustness analysis.
• A novel clock-network structure (fused multilevel trees) based on auxiliary-tree construction and fusing to enhance robustness.
• A sink-splitting technique for fusion topologies to leverage the efficiency of tree optimization algorithms.
• An experimental configuration with monolithic wires that remedies known deficiencies in ISPD 2010 benchmarks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II covers prior work. Section III describes our statistical models for delay and skew in buffered clock networks including the proposed clock-network topologies. We propose a novel clocknetwork structure in Section IV and implementation details in Section V. Our empirical results are described in Section VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK
We review the notion of local skew in modern clocknetwork synthesis and briefly outline research results on clock trees, cross-links and mesh topologies.
A. Sink pairs eligible for local-skew calculation
In a large clock network, skew between adjacent and connected sinks is a more meaningful optimization objective than global skew [8] , [19] . When two clock sinks are connected by combinational logic (Figure 1a ) the clock skew between two sinks directly affects the useful portion of clock cycle time for the combinational logic. Otherwise, where there is no combinational logic between two sinks (Figure 1b) , the skew between them is not a source of performance degradation, therefore we do not need to optimize the clock network to reduce the skew between those sink pairs. Eligible sink pairs for skew can be defined based on the netlist after RegisterTransfer Level (RTL) synthesis so that only sink pairs that are connected by combinational logic are considered for skew calculation. In the ISPD 2010 Clock Network Synthesis (CNS) Contest, local skew distance limit was introduced to define the eligible sink pairs and local skew [23] . If the Manhattan distance between two sinks is less than the local skew distance limit, it was assumed that there is combinational logic between the two sinks and otherwise, there is no logic dependency. We use the same notion of local skew in our work, but do not rely on the metric definition, and all our techniques apply in a more realistic context where eligible pairs of sinks are derived directly from the netlist.
B. Clock Trees
Tree structures have been widely used in academic and commercial tools. Simple methods including H-tree [2] , the method of means and medians (MMM) [9] , the geometric matching algorithm (GMA) [6] and path length balancing method (PLB) [10] were commonly utilized before the deferred merge embedding (DME) algorithm [3] , [7] was introduced. Recently several methodologies for SoC clock-tree tuning have been developed with robustness improvement. A clock-synthesis methodology for SPICE-accurate skew optimization with tolerance to voltage variations was proposed in [12] . The Dynamic Nearest-Neighbor Algorithm (DNNA) to generate tree topology and the Walk-Segment Breadth First Search (WSBFS) for routing and buffering were proposed in [20] . A three-stage CTS flow based on an obstacle-avoiding balanced clock-tree routing algorithm with monotonic buffer insertion is proposed in [14] . A Dual-MST (DMST) geometric matching approach is proposed in [15] for topology construction and recursive buffer insertion. The modeling techniques and algorithms for microprocessor clock power optimization subject to local skew constraints in the presence of variations are proposed in [11] .
C. Cross-links
Cross-link insertion for clock trees is proposed in [16] , [18] to reduce skew variability by changing a clock tree to a non-tree topology. These methods are later extended to handle buffered clock trees in [17] , [25] . While most crosslink insertion techniques do not seem competitive with best tree-tuning approaches, a recent cross-link scheme proposed in [13] achieves low overall capacitance by inserting cross links between internal nodes of a clock tree to reduce the total crosslink length. However, these resulting networks use unique, large two-level buffers (10+40 inverters) that seem responsible for the improvement but are not adequately modeled by the ISPD 2010 contest infrastructure.
D. Meshes
From the mid 1990s when the impact of PVT variation became significant, clock networks were more affected by PVT variations than random logic, due to their structure and more stringent timing constraints. In a tree network, such unexpected changes are likely to propagate to the sinks. Mesh (or grid) structures have emerged to address the structural drawbacks of trees. In meshes, there are multiple paths from the clock source to individual clock sink; thus, the impact of variations on one path can be averaged out by multiple redundant paths [28] . However, meshes require significant overhead in terms of on-chip resources and power. Published examples suggest that mesh-type clock networks suffer much greater power consumption. Nevertheless, mesh structures were utilized to satisfy tight variation-related constraints in high-performance microprocessor designs where performance is more emphasized than power consumption [1] . Some methods to analyze the characteristics of mesh structures are proposed in [4] , [27] and a combinatorial algorithm to optimize a clock mesh is proposed in [24] . An obstacle-avoiding clock mesh synthesis method which applies a two-stage approach of mesh construction followed by driving-tree synthesis is proposed in [21] , [26] . A methodology based on binary linear programming for clock mesh synthesis is described in [5] .
III. VARIATION MODELING FOR BUFFERED PATHS
In this section, we develop statistical models for delay and skew in RC-buffered clock networks, including proposed clock-network topologies.
A. Impact of variation on delay
In the presence of PVT variations, the delay of a buffered path can be treated as a random variable whose mean is the nominal delay. Given that tree-like clock networks entail long paths without significant reconvergence, path delay can be modeled by Gaussian variables:
The delays of serially connected paths 1 and 2 add up.
where
. Given parallel paths from to , we tune nominal path delays using existing methods [11] , [12] to bring their difference under 10 . We also size the drivers, that jointly drive the sink, to have similar strength. Under these circumstances, the random variable of path delay and its expectation (nominal delay) are
Then, the variance of Example III.1 Consider the case = 2,
, which reduces standard deviation by about 26% compared to a single path. Thus, having multiple paths reduces the impact of PVT variation compared to a single path.
B. Impact of variation on skew
Let be a source node and , be two sink nodes. Nominal skew (without variation) is defined as
We define total signed skew (with variation), mean signed skew, variational signed skew, signed skew variance, total absolute skew and variational absolute skew as follows.
When nominal skew is zero, one can show that
Note that mean absolute skew can be positive with zero nominal skew.
For yield analysis, given a variation bound > 0,
This suggests that we can use signed skew as a proxy for the analysis of absolute skew. In other words, we can obtain the yield of skew (P[Skew ( , ) < ]) by examining the yield of signed skew
In this section, we analyze the impact of variation on signed skew because of mathematically simpler analysis. Figure 2a illustrates a simple clock tree with one path per sink. In this case, the skew variance is
We extend this analysis to clock networks with multiple paths for each sink node, as illustrated in Figure 2b. 2 is the shared path and 2 , 2 connect the shared path to the sinks and . From the multiple-path delay variation model from Section III-A, we obtain
Skew between and , and its variance can be expressed as
Example III.2 Consider the clock tree in Figure 2a with 2 = 2 = 50 and = 0. Then from Formula 13, 2 ( , ) = 50 + 50 = 100. We assume the variation constraint to be 15 with yield 95% (i.e., P[−15 < ( , ) < 15] > 95%, Figure 3 ). However, with ( , ) = 10, the probability is
The current tree structure does not satisfy the given variation constraint. In this case, we can insert a new subtree and fuse it to the original tree to enhance robustness. Example III.3 Consider adding a subtree with three paths ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) to Figure 2a and build a fusion topology as in Figure 2b with
( , ) reduces down to 37.5. Now the probability becomes
which satisfies the given variation constraint. 
C. Multiple redundant paths
We generalize the above analysis to clock networks with > 1 redundant paths per sink as illustrated in Figure 2c .
In the case when = = and all values are equal,
Just as in Formula 13, highly correlated path delays lead to small skew variance. Example III.4 Figure 4 illustrates how redundant paths for each sink (as in Figure 2c ) reduce ( , ) and increase yield (based on Formula 23). Here we assume
cap( ) = cap( ) = 100 − 10( − 1), 1 ≤ ≤ 10 (26)
where cap( ) represents the capacitance of the path . In practice, we select eligible sinks and (see Section II-A) that maximize initial 2 ( , ) . Thus ( 1 , 1 ) will be small, but, for additional redundant paths, ( , ) will be greater, especially when and are located close to each other. These paths are added so that ( , ) and ( , ) remain small. The same statistical analysis applies to process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.
Given a clock network Ψ, let be the standard deviation of the most critical sink pair in Ψ (i.e., = max ( , )∈ℰ ( ( , ) ), where ℰ is the set of eligible sink pairs), and skew Ψ be the nominal skew of Ψ. If skew Ψ ≫ , then the yield of Ψ is significantly affected by skew Ψ . However, when skew Ψ ≪ , the clock-network's yield is closely related to the yields of critical sink pairs (see Section IV-A). Our methodology invokes nominal skew optimizations to satisfy skew Ψ ≪ (see Section V). Therefore our proposed methods in Sections IV and V for enhancing robustness of critical sink pairs effectively increase the yield of Ψ.
IV. MULTILEVEL TREE FUSION
Analysis in Section III suggests that one can reduce the impact of variation on clock skew by driving critical sinks through multiple redundant paths. To generalize, we propose a novel family of clock-network structures, called fused multilevel trees, which maintains advantages of tree structures and incrementally enhances robustness to variation by trading-off power and robustness.
A. Critical sink pairs
After performing initial-tree construction according to [11] , we analyze the impact of variation on skew between eligible sink pairs. Using models from Section III-B, we can determine the variance and standard deviation of skew between each sink pair and detect critical sink pairs that are not robust enough with respect to given timing constraints. Eligible sink pairs are often geometrically close (or placed within the local skew distance limit in ISPD10 CNS benchmarks). However, they can be distant in the tree, i.e., the shortest tree-path connecting them can traverse many tree edges. These sinks are included in the set of critical sink pairs after variational analysis because the impact of variations accumulates on long paths, resulting in significant skew variance.
B. Construction of auxiliary trees and their fusion
Once we find all critical sink pairs, we cluster them based on their least common ancestors (LCA) in the tree. The pairs that share LCA are clustered, and a set of sinks is formed as the union of the sink pairs in the cluster. The LCA plays the role of the clock source for a new auxiliary tree that connects to the sinks in a given set. Here we use the same tree-construction algorithm that we used for initial tree construction. The nominal delays of multiple redundant paths from the clock source to each critical sink must be carefully synchronized in order to reduce nominal skew in the fused topology. This process is discussed in detail in Section V-B. Figure 5 illustrates detection of critical sink pairs and the addition of auxiliary trees to enhance robustness.
After auxiliary trees are constructed and fused, we analyze the impact of variation on skew of eligible sink pairs again. Since there are multiple paths to some sinks, we utilize variation modeling from Section III-C. If some critical sinks remain, we construct another round of auxiliary trees and fuse them into the main network to enhance robustness. This robustness evaluation and tree construction/fusion process is repeated until we cannot find a critical sink pair anymore.
The success of our iterative fusion process critically depends on the precision of delay synchronization of redundant paths by clock-tree tuning. If implemented correctly, every fusion iteration significantly reduces the number of critical sinks (Tables IV and V) , but if path synchronization fails, this improvement is not guaranteed. Figure 6 illustrates the proposed methodology including initial tree construction, detection of critical sink pairs and multilevel tree fusion.
C. Advantages of the multilevel tree fusion topology
The new clock-network structure is a joint of several trees that provides multiple redundant paths, helping to improve network robustness and satisfy skew constraints. Such a clock network exhibits the redundancy and robustness of a mesh but is easier to analyze and optimize. Our results in Section VI-B shows that fusion topologies can be essentially as robust as meshes, at a fraction of capacitance budget.
Multilevel tree fusion topology is technically not a tree structure because of interconnect loops. However, those loops always close at the sink nodes, which makes it easy to reduce not only the complexity of variational analysis but also nominal skew by various tree-based skew optimization techniques. Section V-B outlines the use of tree optimization techniques in this context. Figure 7 shows our methodology for multilevel tree fusion.
V. IMPLEMENTATION INSIGHTS

A. Estimating variation on a buffered path
After initial-tree construction [11] , [12] , we perform variational analysis based on the methods in Section III-B and build fusion topology to enhance robustness. For precise variational analysis, it is important to estimate Gaussian random variables for each buffered path. For accurate estimation of random variables, we build various test trees for given technology node, buffer and wire library and variation environment. Then we perform Monte-Carlo simulations with variation and record the variance of each buffered path in a look-up For a buffered path of length with buffers,
With a Gaussian estimate of path delay, we analyze the impact of variation on eligible sink pairs and perform multilevel tree fusion as described in Section IV.
B. Splinter sinks
Since the initial and auxiliary trees are built using Elmore delay, they need to be tuned using more accurate delay calculations. Therefore we reduce skew by a SPICE-driven optimization process. Our novel clock-network structure is similar to traditional trees except for loops that close at critical sinks. To leverage the efficiency of existing tree-optimization techniques, we propose to split (clone) each critical sink and distribute its input capacitance among the resulting splinter sinks, as illustrated in Figure 8 . Once splinter sinks are generated, there is no metal loop and our clock network becomes a tree, amenable to existing tree-optimization techniques. A key challenge is to correctly model nominal delays of multiple paths ending at the same sink, and then equalize them using tree-tuning techniques.
We adopted the slack computation and wiresnaking techniques described in [11] SPICE simulations. During SPICE-driven skew optimization, our goal is to make nominal skew as small as possible.
After nominal skew optimization, in the context of splinter sinks, the average nominal skew drops below 4 on the ISPD 2010 CNS benchmarks. We merge splinter sinks to recover the fusion topology structure, at which point sink latencies may change and nominal skew may worsen. However, our experiments show that this deterioration can be limited to 2 in the worst case. 2 The average nominal skew of fusion topologies on the ISPD 2010 CNS benchmarks is 2.55 .
VI. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
Our empirical evaluation of multilevel tree fusion focuses on total capacitance and robustness to variations. We use ISPD 2010 CNS benchmarks but enhance their buffer library and variation setup to perform more realistic experiments.
A. Experiment design
ISPD 2010 CNS benchmarks are based on microprocessor designs from IBM and Intel and use a 45nm technology library. Each benchmark is given a local-skew limit and local skew distance bound. Result are evaluated by 500 Monte-Carlo simulations with a given variation model, with respect to a given yield constraint. ISPD 2010 benchmarks suffer from a recognized deficiency in the modeling of numerous parallel buffers (that may or may not appear in the clock network), which underestimates electrical parasitics and power overhead. Process variations are not spatially correlated, making parallel buffers completely independent and underestimating the impact of process variations. These deficiencies encourage unrealistic clock-network configurations. To this end, the best published results for the ISPD 2010 benchmarks [13] seem to require the stacking of numerous inverters in a unique 10+40 configuration. The authors attribute the quality of results to a new cross-link insertion technique, but do not report results without cross-link insertion to substantiate this claim. Results in [11] report even smaller skews but greater capacitance, but the authors also stack numerous (32) small inverters in parallel. By essentially clustering a reasonable number of small ISPD buffers into one large buffer we deliberately avoid parallel buffer stacking to prevent unrealistic modeling of constituent buffers as experiencing independent process variations. Unlike many previous publications, we limit our empirical validation to a single wire type to illustrate that proposed multilevel tree fusion can still produce high-quality clock networks. We also note that spatially-correlated variation is only responsible for a fraction of total variation, whereas random variation also makes a significant contribution. Thus, our experimental setup is pessimistic and serves to show that our proposed technique can achieve strong results even in adverse circumstances. Using one buffer type for clock-network synthesis also restricts the flexibility to allocate driver strength throughout the clock network. We use this limitation as a handicap in our experiments to highlight the strength of multilevel tree fusion. Table IV shows empirical results on the ispd10cns08 benchmark. We vary the local skew limit for the benchmarks to evaluate the flexibility of our novel clock-network structure. Once again, we use only one Gaussian buffer type without parallel stacking. When there is no local skew limit, the initial clock tree is left unchanged. To satisfy increasingly difficult skew constraints, additional auxiliary trees are generated and fused to enhance robustness of clock networks. Total clock-network capacitance increases as local skew limit decreases because the tree must become more robust. The statistics of variational skew are also shown in the incrementally improve robustness based on variational analysis with given local skew limit. Compared to traditional tree structures, clock-network capacitance is increased by 59.5% to satisfy the difficult skew constraints with 4.5 skew limit. Table III compares our clock network with those produced by CNSRouter [26] and by techniques in [21] . Our clock network is more robust than meshes with significantly smaller total capacitance.
B. Empirical results
In Table V , we present our experimental results on ispd10cns08 with more pessimistic modeling of process variations. In this experiment, the buffer type ispd10b1 in Table  II is utilized without parallel stacking. The purpose of this experiment is to verify how robust fusion topology is when the impact of variation is more significant than normal condition. Given that buffer delays are particularly affected by variation, the skew induced by variation is significant in the tree structure. However the results show that we can decidedly reduce the impact of variation by constructing additional auxiliary trees and fusing them into the main network.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Clock network topologies described in the literature fall into several categories: ( ) trees, ( ) meshes, ( ) trees with incrementally added cross-links, ( ) combinations of trees and meshes. The gap between tree-like and mesh-like topologies remains significant, and cross-links have not been convincingly shown to improve upon pure trees, due to known shortcomings of adding one cross-link at a time. In this work we propose, develop and empirically evaluate a fundamentally new family of clock-network topologies derived from trees by adding auxiliary trees and iteratively fusing them into the main network. Each fusion iteration balances a large subset of skewcritical clock sinks, but as auxiliary trees are much smaller than the initial tree, the added capacitance is also small. The accuracy of fusion iterations rests on the variational skew analysis techniques we proposed. The final clock-network topology averages out source-to-sink delay and cancels out some of the correlations induced by process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations. Empirical evaluation shows strong results even with exceptionally pessimistic modeling of process variations, a single wire width and a single allowed buffer configuration without parallel stacking. 
